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When a vehicle is damaged, it can be stressful. Filling out paperwork, making calls, and waiting for a claim can be even 
more stressful. Quick Estimate is our solution to help reduce stress from the claims filing process. With Quick Estimate, 
policyholders can take and upload pictures, submit their claim, and receive an estimate all through their personal 
smartphones. This new digital process decreases the claims cycle time from an average of 7 days to 2 days or less. 
The Quick Estimate app not only reduces stress and time spent for policyholders, it also helps appraisers put the 
entire estimate process online, eliminating the need for costly field inspections. On average, a field appraiser may 
complete 4 inspections a day, but with Quick Estimate, appraisers can complete as many as 15 inspections a day, 
benefiting both the insurance carrier and policyholders.

Quick Estimate App – Policyholder’s Perspective

PHOTO CAPTURE
The new digital claims process begins with a photo. The app allows policyholders to easily photograph 
vehicle damage. Once in the Quick Estimate app, users are guided through taking the required 
vehicle images to successfully submit a claim. The tool features a VIN scan to easily identify the 
make and model of the vehicle, as well as a photo overlay to help ensure the correct photo 
angles. Users must photograph the vehicle from all angles: the front, both sides, and rear, as 
well as a picture of the odometer and VIN.

RECEIVING THE ESTIMATE
With a successful claims submission, the insurance carrier will review the damage 
depicted in the images and return an estimate. The user will be notified within the app 
when the estimate is available. The policyholder can simply click on “View Estimate” 
on the Estimate Summary Screen to view a PDF. 



To learn more about the Quick Estimate App or request a free demo, 
contact solutions@cccis.com or visit: www.cccis.com.
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If a captured image is blurry, the app 
will direct the user to retake the image 
to ensure all photos facilitate the 
writing of an estimate.

Photo taken is blurry, would 
you like to retake?

Retake           Use Photo

Insurance Carrier’s Perspective

The Quick Estimate app was designed to optimize the claims workflow and 
policyholder experience. In addition to time and cost saving benefits, insurance 
carriers gain increased visibility into the submission process. Reporting is available 
to compare submission rates, abandonment and activity levels against business 
objectives/ KPI’s and SLA’s to keep focused on claims process improvements.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
The Quick Estimate App is white-label ready. Carriers can customize the app with 
their own brand, logo and identity. The following features are fully customizable:

Apart from these branding customizations, carriers can also provide additional 
mobile features for their policyholders within their customized app using the CCC 
Mobile Developer Toolkit.

   Application icon on mobile device

   Permission screen

   Splash screen

   Login Screen

   Customizable templates and colors

   Photos overlay screen

   Photos capture screen

   Fonts

CCC MOBILE DEVELOPER TOOLKIT
The Developer toolkit offers production-ready plug-ins to quickly provide more self-
service functionality for policyholders. Carriers can select features to integrate into 
existing mobile apps. In addition to the Quick Estimate functionality, there are several 
other claims process focused plug-ins available: 

   Appraiser Search/Shop Search - 

       Allows policyholders to find the right auto body shop for their repair

   Business Events/Repair Status - 

       Provides policyholders repair process visibility

   Predictive MOI - 

       Helps insurers make earlier First Notice of Loss decisions quickly and  

       more efficiently route claims

   Appraisal Assignment SDK - 

       Allows the assignment to be sent to a shop once it is selected

In addition to the above features, new features such as Shop Scheduling and 
Ratings and Reviews are in development. Shop Scheduling will allow policyholders 
to schedule with a shop’s calendar, while Shop Ratings and Reviews will allow 
policyholders to search for and identify trusted shops.


